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from The Rinzai Roku, Chapter XVIII 

 

  “Followers of the Way, in an instant you enter the Lotus World, the 

Land of Vairochana, the Land of Emancipation, the Land of Supernatural Powers, 

the Land of purity, and the Dharmadhatu; you enter the dirty and the pure, the 

secular and the sacred, the Realm of Hungry Ghosts and the Realm of Beasts.  

Yet however far and wide you may search nowhere will you see any birth or 

death;  there will only be empty names. 

 Illusory transformations, flowers in the sky 

 I don’t trouble to grasp at them 

 Gain and loss, right and wrong,  

 I do away with them once and for all. 

 

 If you’ve been able to understand, in other words if you’ve been able to 

manifest the wisdom for your self that clearly grasps all that Rinzai has said up 

until now, then today’s part should be easy for anybody.  On the one hand you 

can see today’s part as the most obvious thing, and on the other hand for some 

people it might be completely incomprehensible.   

 Again Rinzai calls out to everybody, “Followers of the Way, you who are 

practicing Zen together with me,” and then he goes in to details in his dharma 

talking.  One instant, “pon!” the sound comes up and then disappears in an 

instant.  There’s nothing clearer than this.  “Bon!” the sound comes up, and 

then at once it disappears.  Among sounds there are lots of different sounds.  

There are for instance, loud sounds and soft sounds.  Some sounds are like 

“kachi” and some sounds are like “GOOOOOON!” so you can see that some 

sounds take a very short amount of time, and some sounds take a very long 

amount of time.  But whether its “kachi” or “gon” or “don” it’s all one activity, 

it’s all taking place in one world.  They are all complete activity.  And this 

complete activity, in one instant it appears, and in one moment it disappears.  

That’s how you have to understand this.  You have to really think about this.  If 

you come across an interpretation of this part of the text that is some kind of 

trivial, worthless thing, you have to be able to see for yourself it’s just the illusion 

of someone who doesn’t see that there is simply one singular world.   

 That’s where the koan comes from of “(Bang) How do you realize this 

sound?”  It might seem simple but it’s a very difficult koan actually.   

 Everything appears in one world and disappears in to that same one world.  

This one sound is the activity which creates this one world which is appearing and 

disappearing.  “Chu!”  That sound also forms the whole one world.  

“Goooooon”  is also the activity which forms this one world.   

 In some sutras they define what one moment is in terms of human time, 

and they say a moment is one seventieth of a second.  This great cosmos has 
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come into being through the repetition over and over again of this activity of one 

moment.  It’s said that the people of ancient India created this way of thinking.  

They said that it takes forty kalpas for this cosmos to be formed.  We talk about 

one kalpa being an incredibly long, long time, but they said it takes forty.  I just 

said that one instant is defined as a seventieth of a second.  Well how about a 

kalpa?  On way to define a kalpa is that there is a ten mile around warehouse and 

it’s  packed filled with poppy seeds, and once every hundred years one poppy 

seed is taken out, and when it is finally empty that’s one kalpa.  Or another way 

to define it is that there is a ten mile around block of marble, and once every 

hundred years an angel comes down from heaven and sits on the marble, and then 

as she rises back up to heaven her koromo gently brushes the marble.  And 

finally the great stone marble will be worn away.  And the time it takes for this 

great stone to be worn away is one kalpa.  But the great cosmos, it took forty 

kalpas for the great cosmos finally to be formed.  And this great cosmos which 

has come into formation will also disappear.  If we say it’s gone though, if we 

say it has disappeared, it isn’t the same as if just some thing has disappeared.  

This is the great cosmos, and so we have to say that it has simply done the activity 

of hiding.  It means it has lost its form.  It has manifested itself in the world of 

no-rupa, no-form.   

 And it also takes forty kalpas for the universe to disappear.  So we can 

say that the universe is doing the activity of appearing and hiding, we can say that 

it is doing the activity of eighty kalpas.  This way of thinking of the ancient 

Indian people is something that you can’t even feel.  It’s something that you 

wouldn’t come across even in a fairy tale.    

 The condition of the origin of the universe is something that no one can 

see.  And the world of the result also is a world that cannot be seen.  

 And as I’ve been telling you up until now the function which forms this 

world is comprised of two functions, plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, 

expanding and contracting, and these functions cause the world to do an activity 

of appearing as the material world, and then disappearing in to the non-material 

world, and even in one instant this world does that activity of material and 

non-material many times.  Although it might not have been part of the original 

Buddhist teachings we now have as part of Buddhism that this activity of 

appearing and disappearing happens, we said one instant is one seventieth of a 

second, and even in one of those instants it happens eighty four thousand times.   

 That kind of activity is called the zero activity.  The activity of zero has 

plus and minus as its content, and does a repetitive functioning.  And if we ask 

what kind of a place is it that the activities of plus and minus do their action in, 

it’s the world of zero that they’re acting in.  Of course zero is the same thing as 

the activity of emptiness.  Both the plus and minus activities are things which 

cannot be seen by anything, and have no need to be seen.  Not anyone can see 

these activities, but if you ask who is it that thought about these activities of 

course only people can think about them. 

 Within the world of zero people have been given appearance by the 

activity of zero, people have been revealed by the activity of zero.  And then 

people developed this thing called the activity of consciousness and they come to 
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think about the way of being, the nature of the world.  People grow and develop 

and mature, and come to have this activity called consciousness, and then they 

can see clearly in to the nature of the world which is the home in which they live. 

 The zero activity, why in the world does the zero activity, the activity of 

emptiness give rise to people who have bodies?  Why does it give rise to the 

material world at all?  I’ve actually explained this to you many times before.  

The world in which plus and minus are acting, this world of zero is a world that 

no one can see.  It also has no need to be seen by anyone.   

 I’ve talked about this many times, and so I’ll just touch on it a little bit, but 

as I said before, the plus and minus activities are having as their place of action 

the world of zero.  If you don’t understand, if you don’t really grasp this 

principle that plus and minus, the condition of the activity of plus and minus is 

occurring in one singular world of zero, then it doesn’t matter how many koans 

you’ve studied, you don’t really have any idea what Zen is.   

 The minus activity is the activity of contracting.  It has absolutely 

everything as its content, and is doing contracting.  

 ( Not translated: “There is a fairy tale in which there is a female God who 

eats everyone, so we say, “Be cautious!”) The translator seems to be able to 

translate the hard things, but then something really easy comes along and he can’t 

translate it, it’s weird. 

 The minus activity embraces everything.  It has everything as its content 

and it does the contracting activity.  What I’m saying is that this old haggardly 

woman who is this kind of supernatural god, she eats everybody.  No one can 

escape her.  That’s why you can have peace of mind.  And then we have all 

existent things.  And of course all existent things are men.  And all of these 

men are doing the activity of expanding, but they’re doing the activity of 

expanding right in the belly of this giant woman God, and so they can expand in 

peace.   

 And as I told you yesterday, the activities of expanding and contracting 

always act simultaneously.  It’s never the case that they act separately.  

Because expanding and contracting are always acting simultaneously in one world 

of course they will meet one another.  And when they meet inevitably they will 

stop.  But if they remain in this stopped position then the activity of expanding 

can never arrive at the source of contraction.  And also the contracting activity, if 

this condition of having stopped continues or is fixated, then the contracting 

activity, the woman activity will never be able to arrive at the condition of the 

origin or the man. 

 What happens is that the place of meeting inevitably is broken through and 

the plus activity experiences the origin of minus, sees clearly in to the origin of 

minus, arrives at the origin of minus.  And it’s the same for the minus activity.  

When the place of meeting is broken through immediately the minus activity 

already has embraced completely the origin of man. 

 In this case when plus has arrived at the origin of minus and minus has 

arrived at the origin of plus, plus has done the activity of plus and come to have 

the experience of holding the whole world.  And minus is the same way, having 

arrived at the origin of plus she catches the experience for herself of holding the 
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entire body.  

 And then the plus activity stops doing the activity of going forward, stops 

doing the activity of expanding, and does an about face, and looks back on its 

own origin.  Plus does a “back turn,” turns back and can actually see his own 

footprints on the path he had walked.  And then minus also does an about face, 

turns back, and manifests the wisdom that the world she has come through is her 

world; she has the entire world.   

 What I want you to do is really take this principle to heart and remember it, 

because everyone will come to a place in their practice when this becomes very 

important. 

 And then plus does the activity of returning to his own home.  And this is 

when plus doesn’t do the plus activity.  Plus does the minus activity.  Plus is 

the activity of expanding, but if he does expanding he can’t return to his own 

source.  So it’s inevitable that he has to do the minus activity in order to return to 

his own source.  And the minus activity, the contracting activity has arrived at 

the origin of expanding, and she has already done her about face, and she then 

must not do contracting, she has to do expanding in order to return to her origin. 

 And during this activity of returning again plus and minus meet in the 

middle of this world.  When they meet then they’re in the situation of having 

only experienced half of the world.  Without bursting through the meeting they 

can’t experience the whole.   

 And when they do the activity of bursting through, then, immediately plus 

has the experience of returning to his own source, minus has the experience of 

returning to her own source. 

 Again plus and minus stand up in the condition of mutually, together, 

holding this one world which they have both experienced all of.  Although they 

are both holding this one world they’re not holding it in the exact same way.  

They are actually in opposition to one another, facing one another; plus holding 

the world from the standpoint of the origin of plus, and minus holding the world 

from her origin.  In this condition in which plus and minus are both holding the 

entire body they are always in their own origins and facing one another, opposing 

one another.   

 But that situation is not fixated.  Again they will act, and again they will 

meet.  Although plus and minus are together in one world they always will 

manifest the condition of facing one another, or being opposed to one another as 

they do their activity of mutually holding the entire world.  But, in the case 

where they do the activity of manifesting their own half of the body, their own 

home then they meet one another, both manifesting half.  And that’s when they 

have the experience of “Ahh, it’s great to see you again.”  But then they have to 

move through that place of meeting and each returns to his or her own source.  

And having returned to their own source they manifest the way of consciousness 

which realizes, “Ahh, together we are holding this one world.”   

 Actually as you know in the condition of the origin there are no selves 

which have the activity of consciousness.  So there is no happy thinking such as 

“Ahh, it’s good to see you,” or “We’re holding this one world together.”  These 

situations are occurring absolutely without any activity of consciousness.  The 
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activity which is happening absolutely without any consciousness, which is doing 

these functions of “Ahh, it’s great to see you again,” and “We are holding this one 

world together,” is, because it has absolutely no consciousness, called the activity 

of emptiness. 

 The activity of emptiness is doing the activity of the entire body that’s 

why it’s called the zero activity.  The plus and minus activities, the activities of 

expanding and contracting are always working together to manifest this one world.  

Without activity, without their action, the world would never be manifest.  So, 

according to Buddhism, according to Tathagata Zen, when you are thinking about 

the nature of the self, when you are thinking about the very way that the world is, 

you have to somehow find a way to recognize these two mutually opposing 

activities of plus and minus.  If you ask why is it that Buddhism insists on using 

the recognition of two mutually opposing activities in the investigation of the way 

of being of the self and the way of being of the world, it isn’t that Buddhism just 

unconditionally insists on using these two mutually opposing activities, it’s that 

Buddhism discovered that without doing this kind of recognizing it’s impossible 

to see in to the way of being of the universe.   If there is some kind of thinking 

which has nothing to do with recognizing two mutually opposing activities, and if 

that kind of thinking can be used successfully to grasp clearly the way of being of 

this world, and the way of being of your self, then fine, we will affirm that, we’ll 

throw Buddhism out the window and pick up that kind of thinking.  There’s no 

need to attach to Buddhism.  These modern days we can call the days in which 

science and scholarship are thriving.  Science is all powerful, I suppose.  But 

what about science?  Has science been able to come up with a way of explaining 

to all of us so in a way that we can really be at peace about it how the universe is 

formed, and how all existent things, not just people but all animals, all insects, 

mosquitoes and fish and birds and plants and everything come in to being, and 

also has science been able to explain to us where everything goes when they 

disappear, and what really is this activity of disappearing?  I don’t think such a 

science has yet been created.  I don’t know about all of you, but I don’t think 

science has, and so I simply don’t recognize science as the answer.   

 Buddhism is different than science because Buddhism is what we call the 

teaching of enlightenment.  Enlightenment means to manifest the wisdom which 

clearly sees the nature of the self and the world.  So some how or another all of 

us have to find our own way to manifest this activity of enlightenment, to 

manifest this activity of manifesting clear wisdom, to manifest the activity of 

opening your eyes.   

 And it goes without saying that kind of activity is an activity of knowing.  

Within the very body of the source, within the very world of the activity of zero, 

the activity we call consciousness appears.  But in the beginning that 

consciousness which has appeared is incomplete.  Because it is incomplete it 

makes an object of zero and looks upon zero as an object.  But when 

consciousness manifests itself as the complete activity of consciousness then there 

is no world of zero other than this complete activity of consciousness.  There is 

no complete world other than the function of complete consciousness.  The 

complete body, the complete world has in it every single possible kind of activity 
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of consciousness.  It is manifest by the activity of complete consciousness.   

 Then you are face with the problem of why is it that this kind of 

consciousness we call knowing appears.  If you try to investigate consciousness 

through a foundation of unconditionally, uncritically accepting conciousness, then 

you’ll never be able to get to the bottom of it.  We’ve developed consciousness, 

and then we do our studying, and then through this studying we think we can 

understand the nature of the world, and the nature of the self.  And we go around 

saying, “I get it.  I understand.”  But as long as you are unconditionally 

recognizing the existence of consciousness you’ll never be able to solve your self.  

Even if you study the nature of self in a scholarly way how are you ever going to 

solve the question of your very self?  Only if you put your study in to practice 

and experience for your self will you come to think, “Ahh, it is just the way I 

studied it.  What I learned is correct.”  And that’s when in Buddhism we say the 

bodhicitta, bodaishin, appears, because you realize for your self that you are 

comprised of living and dying activities, therefore there is absolutely nothing for 

you to be afraid of.   

 And as I was telling you, inevitably this condition will appear in which the 

point of meeting is broken through, and mutually the origins are arrived at, and 

this experience of mutually holding the one world appears, and then again both 

activities will begin the activity of making a home, the activity of residing, and 

meet each other again.  And then inevitably that meeting is broken through.  

And then they’ll manifest this condition of, as they are standing upon the origins, 

they are holding the one world together and facing one another.  That is the 

condition of the source.  This world of the source is a world in which the self has 

not been born yet.  This condition of the source is the condition before any 

existent thing which has the activity of consciousness has been born.  The reason 

why Tathagata Zen is so difficult is we say that the very first thing that you are 

meant to experience is this condition of the source.   

 That’s why we say, “Don’t sleep.”  The condition of not sleeping is what 

we mean by really getting in to studying Zen.  But that is a way of thinking 

which is affirming the self which thinks about the condition of the origin.  And 

when you realize that the condition of the origin is a condition which has no 

consciousness, then you’ll change the way you think, and think, “Well, I better 

get some sleep, because actually the condition of the origin is asleep.”  (In other 

words,  Zen practice is so difficult you will come to think that you should never 

sleep, because you should be practicing all the time.  But then, when you realize 

that this way of thinking is simply affirming the self which thinks about zero as an 

object, and that the condition of the origin itself has no consciousness, you will 

change your way of thinking and instead think, “I should get some sleep, I mean 

after all, the condition of the origin itself is asleep.”)  

 I did hear the bell and I know it’s time, but it seemed to pass really quickly, 

and tomorrow is the end, so I’m going to talk a little longer, and if I borrow a 

modern term from science we say that as the condition of the origin continues its 

repetitive activity the thing called friction appears.  For people who are just 

beginning their study of Buddhism it’s a very difficult point here because there 

are very many different branches or streams of Buddhism, and each one has their 
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own way of expressing this condition of friction appearing.  Although each 

different branch has its own special vocabulary to express the appearance of 

friction it doesn’t really matter.  What’s important is that you understand that 

this friction occurs.  

 When friction appears within the very world of zero this unique, singular 

activity of friction spreads everywhere.  We say that mother, we say that the 

great universe itself has become pregnant.  And as the condition of pregnancy 

progresses and develops finally the activity must do the activity of separation.   

  This is when incomplete space, the incomplete activity of zero appears.  

That is when the incomplete existent being is embraced by plus and minus from 

the outside and from the inside, because plus and minus have now separated.  

The condition of the origin will come to manifest a new condition in which we 

can say that either mother is embracing from the outside and father is embracing 

from the inside, or we can also equally say that father is embracing from the 

outside and mother is embracing from the inside.  As I just told you, this space 

which has appeared in the interval is incomplete space, we can also call it the 

incomplete present moment.   

 And that is when incomplete plus and minus appear on the inside and the 

outside.  Incomplete activities of plus and minus appear inside of you and 

outside of you.  The present moment which has appeared here is the incomplete 

zero, not the complete zero.  Or we can the incomplete activity of emptiness.  

And what about the condition outside the self?  That is not the condition of 

complete tatha-gata, it’s incomplete tatha-gata.  And inside we have the 

incomplete activity of tatha-agata, this incomplete activity of tatha-agata is 

mother.  Mother is incomplete.   

 In Buddhism we say that this incomplete world is the world of matter, the 

world of material, the world of form.  The self is incomplete, and tatha-gata and 

tatha-agata which are surrounding the self are also incomplete.  The mother 

embracing you from the inside and father embracing you from the outside are 

incomplete.  Actually they are themselves the activities of thus-going and 

thus-coming, but because they are incomplete they appear as material worlds, the 

material worlds of mother and father. 

 And as I always tell you the self is also incomplete.  It has plus and 

minus incompletely as its content.  And growing up, maturing occurs when this 

incomplete self makes relationship with mother and father.   

 I should stop because we are out of time, but I’ll try to finish tomorrow.  

What I want you to remember though is that this world that the “I am” self is 

residing in, is in every respect an incomplete world.          

     

   


